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Abstract

2 Ž .The H quadrupolar Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill QCPMG NMR experiment is proposed as a convenient method to
Ž .obtain detailed information about molecular dynamics in solids. Compared to the quadrupolar-echo QE experiment

QCPMG offers two advantages. First, a sensitivity enhancement by about an order of magnitude is achieved by splitting the
QE spectrum into spin-echo sidebands. Second, the lineshape of the individual sidebands provides detailed information about
the molecular dynamics and increases the dynamic range by two orders of magnitude. The 2H QCPMG method is
demonstrated experimentally and numerically using the two-fold flip process in dimethyl sulfone. q 1998 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Solid-state NMR has evolved into a powerful
method in studies of molecular dynamics in solids.
Experiments have been developed to determine the
geometry of motion and the rate constant k in the
range 10y4 to 1010 sy1. For 103 -k-107 sy1 the

2 Ž .static-powder H quadrupolar-echo QE experiment
w x1–3 is the prevailing technique, although variants

w xusing sample rotation have been proposed 4,5 . In
Ž y4 5 y1.the regime of slow dynamics 10 -k-10 s

various Jeener–Broekaert type exchange experiments
w x6–9 have proven useful. For fast molecular motion
Ž 8 y1. Ž .k)10 s inversion-recovery IR type experi-

w xments have been applied 10 . Applications of the
QE experiment include analysis of multiple-site jump

1 Corresponding author, fax: q45 8619-6199, tel: q45 8942-
3841, E-mail: ncn@kemi.aau.dk

processes for a variety of materials such as amino
w x w x w x w xacids 11 , amines 12 , zeolites 13 , mesogens 14 ,

w x w xclathrates 15 , hydrated salts 16 , hydrogen bonded
w xsystems 17 and modified silicas for reversed-phase

w xHPLC 18 .
These experiments rely heavily on static-powder

2 H spectra, which has a width of up to 350 kHz
caused by the first-order quadrupolar coupling. Al-
though sensitive to molecular motion, these broad
lines obviously lead to poor spectral resolution and
low sensitivity. Addressing both problems, Kris-

w x w xtensen et al. 4 and Weintraub and Vega 5 recently
demonstrated that single-pulse and QE experiments
for determination of molecular dynamics may be
significantly improved by combination with magic-

Ž .angle-spinning MAS . In this Letter we demonstrate
that similar advantages may be achieved for static
powders by detection of the free-induction-decay
Ž .FID during a quadrupolar Carr–Purcell–

0009-2614r98r$19.00 q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž .PII: S0009-2614 98 00777-5
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Ž . w xMeiboom–Gill QCPMG experiment 19,20 . Using
this approach, we recently demonstrated sensitivity
enhancements by an order of magnitude for QE, QE

Ž .MAS and multiple-quantum MAS MQ-MAS ex-
Žperiments of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei not un-

. w xdergoing molecular motion 21–23 . The basic fea-
tures of the 2 H QCPMG experiment for determina-
tion of molecular dynamics is demonstrated numeri-
cally and experimentally using the two-fold flip pro-

Ž .cess in dimethyl sulfone DMS .

2. Theory

Ž .The spin Is1 QCPMG experiment Fig. 1 may
be considered as a simple extension of the QE
experiment with sampling of the FID during a train
of refocusing pulses. Thereby the QE powder pattern
is split into a manifold of spin-echo sidebands sepa-
rated by the inverse to the sampled spin-echo period
Ž .t . This leads to a significant sensitivity enhance-a

w xment 21 . We note that a variant which only samples
the echo points has earlier been used to determine

wtransverse relaxation and molecular dynamics 24–
x27 . The QCPMG experiment utilizes not only the

echo maxima but the full spin-echo envelope ac-
quired between the refocusing pulses. This enables
partial separation of evolution under inhomogeneous
and homogeneous interactions with the lineshapes of
the spin-echo sidebands being particularly sensitive
to dynamics.

Fig. 1. Timing scheme for the static-powder spin Is1 QCPMG
experiment. Part A corresponds to a QE experiment with t 2

adjusted such that the acquisition starts at an echo maximum. Part
B is the repeating unit with the p r2 refocusing pulses bracketed
by delays t , t to avoid probe ringing effects, followed by an3 4

acquisition period t . Part C is an additional acquisition perioda

ensuring full decay of the FID. The phases f yf are cycled to1 3

select the coherence transfer pathway p s 0 ™ "1 ™ .1 etc.
w x21 .

Demonstration of 2 H QCPMG NMR as a means
to determine molecular dynamics as well as the
extraction of parameters for the quadrupole interac-
tion and the dynamic process from experimental
spectra requires software for numerical simulation
and iterative fitting. The same applied for the 2 H QE
experiment a decade ago, where software was devel-
oped to handle, for example, mono- and double-axis

w xN-site jumps 12,28–30 and the combined effect of
w xfinite rf pulses and dynamics 31 . To ensure the

correct interpretation of the QE spectra in terms of
dynamics, the spin-echo periods should be chosen

w xwith care 31 . Obviously, this also applies to multi-
ple-echo experiments such as QCPMG. Thus our
theoretical description will be based on the same
formalism.

Within the high-field approximation, the effective
first-order Hamiltonian relevant for stochastic jump
processes between N sites characterized by
quadrupole tensors with different orientations rela-
tive to a crystal-fixed coordinate system and influ-
enced by rf irradiation may be written

NŽ . v1 Q ,n 2H̃H s 3 I y I I q1Ž .Ž .Ý z ,n n n3ns1

qv I cosfq I sinf , 1Ž .Ž .rf x ,n y ,n

where the first term arises from first-order quadrupole
coupling and the second from rf irradiation of ampli-
tude v s yg B and phase f. For the nth site,rf rf

the quadrupole coupling frequency v is obtainedQ,n

by transforming the irreducible spatial part of the
Ž Q.Pn Žquadrupole interaction tensor R non-vanishing2

Q P Q Pn nŽ . Ž . .'elements R s 3r2 , R s yh r22,0 2," 2 Q
Ž .from its principal-axis frame P into a crystaln

Ž . Ž .frame C and further into the laboratory frame L
according to

2p CQ 3
v s (Q ,n 22 I 2 Iy1Ž .

=
2 2

PnQ Ž2. nR D VŽ .Ž .Ý Ý 2, j j ,k P C
jsy2 ksy2

=DŽ2. V , 2Ž . Ž .k ,0 C L

where I is the spin-quantum number and C sQ

e2qQrh is the quadrupole coupling constant.
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Ž2. Ž . Ž .D V is the p,q th element of a second-rankp,q X Y

Wigner matrix describing the transformation be-
tween the coordinate systems X and Y in terms of

Ž .the Euler angles V s a ,b ,g . The EulerX Y X Y X Y X Y

angles for the transformation from P to C aren
n Ž n n n .denoted V s a ,b ,g , while V sP C P C P C P C C L

Ž .a ,b ,0 is used for the transformation from C toC L C L

L.
Restricting ourselves to a jump process involving

Ž .two sites a and b , the evolution of the density
operator may be described by the stochastic Liou-
ville equation

Ž .1
˜ṙ t s i r t ,HH qk Pr t Pyr t , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜

where P is a permutation operator acting on the site
Ž .labels i.e. PI Ps I . Expanding the density oper-z a z b

ator in an orthonormal basis using 8 basis operators
w xfor each site, as defined by Barbara et al. 31 , gives

16

r t s m t AA , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ý n n
ns1

Ž .and Eq. 3 may be rewritten as

16 Ž .1
˜m t s Tr AA i AA ,HHŽ .˙ Ýj j n½ ž

ns1

qk P AA PyAA m tŽ . Ž .n n n5/
16

s L m t . 5Ž . Ž .Ý j ,n n
ns1

By defining m as a vector with elements m and L an
Ž .matrix with elements L , Eq. 5 may be expressedj, n

in the form

m t sL m t 6Ž . Ž . Ž .˙

with the solution

� 4m t sexp L t m 0 . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .

With L and L denoting L matrices for periodsf f

of free precession and rf irradiation of phase f,
respectively, the FID resulting from the QCPMG
sequence may be derived by calculating the coeffi-
cient vector and taking the -1-quantum part. For
example, the density operator corresponding to the

first point of the FID for a single crystallite may be
expressed using

m t qt q2 tŽ .1 2 p r2

sexp L t exp L t exp L t� 4 � 4 � 4f 2 p r2 p r2 f 1

=exp L t m 0 , 8� 4 Ž . Ž .0 p r2

where t is the duration of a pr2 pulse. We notep r2

that the L-matrices for a two-site jump process may
be block-diagonalized to maximum block dimen-
sions of 6 and 2 during rf irradiation and free

w xprecession, respectively 31 .
Upon calculation of all FID points and summation

over all crystallite orientations the QCPMG spectrum
w xis obtained through Fourier transformation 21 . Fi-

nally, the computer code is combined with the opti-
w xmization package MINUIT 32 to allow for efficient

iterative fitting of experimental spectra in the deter-
mination of precise parameters for the quadrupole
interaction and the dynamic process.

3. Numerical calculations

The capability of 2 H QCPMG NMR for determi-
nation of molecular motion may be demonstrated by
calculating spectra for a typical two-site flip process
with different rate constants. As an illustration we

a Ž .choose C s 56 kHz, h s 0.0, V s 08,538,08Q Q P C
b Ž .and V s 08,538,1808 which corresponds to theP C

two-site jump in DMS. The relatively small C isQ

ascribed to fast rotation of the methyl groups. Using
< <v r2p s 50 kHz, t s 100 ms and k values inrf a

the range 102–108 sy1 we obtain the series of
QCPMG and QE spectra shown in Fig. 2. Going
from fast to slow motion it is observed that the QE
powder pattern and the envelope of the QCPMG
spin-echo sidebands gradually change from an aver-
age h f 1 type spectrum for large k to a h s 0Q Q

type pattern for small k. In this respect the QE and
QCPMG experiments provide equivalent informa-
tion, although the latter experiment with significantly
improved spectral sensitivity. We note that the QE
spectra for k s 102 and 103 sy1 are essentially
indistinguishable as are the QE spectra for k s 107

and 108 sy1.
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2 Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Calculated H QE upper and QCPMG lower spectra
using t s 5.0 ms, t s 24.0 ms, t s 26.5 ms and a dwellp r2 1 2

time of 2.0 ms. The QCPMG calculations additionally employed
t s26.0 ms, t s 28.5 ms, t s 100 ms, M s 80 and t s 03 4 a d

Ž . 8ms. The kinetic rate constant k for the two-site jump is a,b 10 ,
Ž . 7 Ž . 6 Ž . 5 Ž . 4 Ž . 3 Ž . 2c,d 10 , e,f 10 , g,h 10 , i,j 10 , k,l 10 and m,n 10

y1 a Ž . b Ž .s and Euler angles V s 08,538,08 and V s 08,538,1808P C P C

for the two sites. The powder averaging used 4181 crystallite
w xorientations distributed according to the scheme of Zaremba 35 .

The QE and QCPMG spectra are apodized using Lorentzian line
broadenings of 250 and 20 Hz, respectively.

Additionally QCPMG features a significant
change of the spin-echo sideband lineshape as func-
tion of k in the full range 102 to 108 sy1. While
being narrow for k s 102 and 108 sy1, distinct
lineshapes characterize the sidebands in the interme-
diate regime. Using this information as well as visi-
ble changes in the QCPMG sideband envelope also
apparent in the regimes of small and large k values,
it appears that QCPMG not only extends the accessi-
ble dynamic range by at least two orders of magni-
tude relative to QE but also allows for a more
precise determination of k. Note, for example, that
the spin-echo sidebands become particularly broad
for k f 104 sy1. This is ascribed to the fact that the
echo intensities observed during the QCPMG train of

pr2 pulses decay particularly fast when the jump
rate approaches the difference between the
quadrupole coupling frequencies for exchanging sites
w x26,27 . In the present case the angular difference
frequency for a two-site flip may be written

9p
1

ds v yv sy C sin 2bŽ . Ž .Q ,a Q ,b Q P C2 4

=sin 2b cos a 9Ž . Ž . Ž .C L C L

using g sp and h s0. Upon averaging over allP C Q

positive frequencies for a powder sample this leads
to a mean angular frequency of

3
ds C sin 2b 10Ž . Ž .Q P C2

Ž .which for DMS C s 56 kHz, b s538 corre-Q P C

Ž .Fig. 3. Maximum peak heights arbitrary units versus the loga-
rithm of k for simulated and experimental QCPMG and QE

Ž .spectra. The curves correspond to a the simulated QCPMG
Ž . Ž . Ž .open squares and QE open diamonds spectra in Fig. 2 and b

Ž . Žthe experimental QCPMG filled squares and QE filled dia-
. Ž .monds as well as simulated QCPMG open squares and QE

Ž .open diamonds spectra in Fig. 4.
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sponds to a frequency of 12.8 kHz comparing well
with the jump rate k s 104 sy1. The fast echo
decay observed for the QCPMG experiment when k
approaches d becomes particularly pronounced in
Fig. 3a which shows the absolute height of the tallest
peaks in the simulated QCPMG spectra in Fig. 2
versus the logarithm of k. For comparison, Fig. 3a
includes the corresponding curve for the QE experi-
ment. Finally, we note that the echo decay and
thereby the sideband lineshapes may also be influ-

Ž .enced by the interpulse spacings t qt qt asa 3 4
w xdescribed in Refs. 26,27 .

4. Experimental

All spectra were recorded on a Varian INOVA-400
Ž 2 .spectrometer 9.4 T, 61.4 MHz for H using a

wideband Varian static-powder probe with a 5 mm
sample tube. The temperature was controlled in the
range 298 to 368 K within "1 K. The QE and
QCPMG experiments used the phase cycling schemes

w xgiven in Ref. 21 . Perdeuterated dimethyl sulfone
was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories
Ž .Woburn, MA, USA and used without further pu-
rification. Numerical simulations and iterative fitting
were performed using a 200 MHz Pentium PC with a
home-made Fortran-77 program. A typical two-site
jump simulation, using the parameters in the caption
of Fig. 2, requires about 10 m of CPU time.

5. Results and discussion

Polycrystalline perdeuterated DMS represents an
ideal sample for demonstrating the performance of
the 2 H QCPMG experiment as well as the theory and
computer software described above. DMS is subject

Žto rotation of the methyl groups about the C–S
.bond and to two-site flips of the molecule about its

w xC axis. In accord with previous studies 7,8,33,34 ,2

we focus on the slow two-site flip process.
ŽFig. 4 shows a series of experimental left col-

. Ž . 2umn and calculated right column H QE and
QCPMG NMR spectra of DMS for temperatures
from 298 to 368 K. By adjusting the interpulse
sampling period t in the QCPMG experiment toa

100 ms, the QE powder pattern splits into spin-echo

Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Fig. 4. Experimental a–p and calculated a’–p’ H 61.4 MHz
Ž . Ž .QE upper and QCPMG lower spectra of DMS. The experimen-

tal spectra were recorded using t s 5.1 ms, t s 30.0 ms, tp r2 1 2

s 32.5 ms, a dwell time of 1.0 ms, a recycle time of 2 s, 128
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a–h or 64 i–p scans, and temperatures K of 368 a,b , 358
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c,d , 348 e,f , 338 g,h , 328 i,j , 318 k,l , 308 m,n and 298
Ž .o,p . Furthermore, the QCPMG experiments employed t s20.03

ms, t s 22.5 ms, t s 100 ms, M s 80 and t s 300 ms.4 a d

The calculated spectra correspond to the parameters in Table 1.
Experimental QE and QCPMG spectra and calculated QE spectra
were apodized by Lorentzian line broadenings of 1 Hz and 1 kHz,
respectively.

sidebands separated by 10 kHz. Depending on the
kinetic constant this leads to sensitivity gains of 14,
10, 6.1, 5.2, 6.4, 11, 18 and 24 for the QCPMG
experiments compared to the corresponding QE ex-
periments on going from Fig. 4a to 4p.

2 Ž .Inspection of the H spectra of DMS Fig. 4
reveals that QCPMG is more sensitive to variations
in k than the QE experiment. This is particularly
evident from the spectra in the regime 298 to 328 K
where the QE spectra are almost identical, while a
gradual but clearly visible increase in the sideband
linewidths is observed in the corresponding QCPMG
spectra. At higher temperatures QE becomes more
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Table 1
Rate constants, sensitivity gain factors and additional line broadenings at different temperatures for the two-site jump process in dimethyl-d6

sulfone determined using 2 H QCPMG NMR a

b c d e fT k gain lb k k k k

Ž .298 0.216 24 29 0.157 295 – 0.096 0.0652
Ž . Ž . Ž .308 0.330 18 51 0.434 304 0.746 312 0.202 0.112 305
Ž .318 0.686 11 87 0.852 315 – 0.460 –
Ž .328 1.96 6.4 121 1.76 323 – 1.869 –
Ž . Ž .338 5.20 5.2 127 4.09 337 6.25 339 – –

Ž .348 11.6 6.1 104 – 13.5 350 12.0 –
358 35.9 10 85 – – 25.0 –

Ž .368 71.5 14 63 – 65.8 375 48.0 –

a Ž . 3 y1 Ž . Ž .Rate constants k in 10 s , additional line broadening lb in Hz and temperatures T in K. Sensitivity gains factors are relative to
QE experiments. Numbers in parentheses are temperatures in K. b Determined in this study using QCPMG NMR. c Determined using static
13 w x d 2C CP experiments assuming a C–S–C bond angle of 1088 33 . Determined using 2D exchange H experiments and assuming C s 56Q

w x e 2 Ž . Ž .kHz, h s0.0 and a C–S–C bond angle of 1068 8 . Determined using H selective-inversion 298–328 K and QE 348–368 KQ
w x f 2 w xexperiments 34 . Determined using H ODESSA experiments 7 .

sensitive to k, but also in this regime it is of great
value to observe the sideband lineshapes of the
QCPMG experiment to establish a precise measure
for k.

Using the software described above, along with
the two-site flip model defined in relation to Fig. 2,
it is straightforward to iteratively fit the experimental
2 H QCPMG spectra of DMS to determine k corre-
sponding to different temperatures. The calculations
use finite rf pulses and in accord with the findings of

w xBloom and Sternin 25 an additional Lorentzian line
broadening is introduced to account for minor effects
from relaxation-induced decay of the echo maxima.
Using this approach we arrived at the parameters
given in Table 1 and the calculated QCPMG spectra
in the righthand column of Fig. 4. For comparison,
Fig. 4 also displays QE spectra calculated using the
k values determined from the QCPMG spectra. Fur-
thermore Table 1 includes rate constants obtained by

w x 2 w x 2
13C CP 33 , H 2D exchange 8 , H selective

w x 2 w xinversion 34 and H ODESSA 7 experiments.
Comparison of the k values in Table 1, reveals a
substantial overall variation partly reflecting the ac-
curacy of the methods. Concentrating on the more
precise 2 H data, we find a quite favorable agreement
between the rate constants determined by QCPMG
and those recently determined using selective-inver-

w xsion and QE experiments 34 . We point out that the
QCPMG experiment provides the most precise deter-
mination of k at the lowest and highest temperatures.

Finally, we note the good agreement between the
maximum peak heights determined from the experi-
mental and theoretical QCPMG and QE spectra as
illustrated in Fig. 3b.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that 2 H
QCPMG NMR represents a powerful approach to
improve the sensitivity and the dynamic range of 2 H
quadrupolar-echo NMR aimed at the determination
of molecular motion. Based on experimental results
and numerical calculations for the two-site jump
process in DMS we deduce sensitivity-enhancement
factors in the range 5–25 and an extension of the
dynamic range by at least two orders of magnitude.
Furthermore, the high sensitivity of the QCPMG
sideband lineshapes towards changes in k suggests
QCPMG to be more precise in the determination of
parameters for molecular motion.
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